Analysis of changes in CD20, CD55, and CD59 expression on established rituximab-resistant B-lymphoma cell lines.
Rituximab has markedly improved treatment results for B-cell lymphoma, but there are resistance problems similar to those of other chemotherapy drugs. With regard to the acquisition of rituximab resistance, there have been several reports describing the relation between rituximab and complement regulatory factors or CD20, but many points remain unclear. To further investigate acquisition of resistance to rituximab-related complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC), we established rituximab-resistant B-lymphoma cell lines (RAMOS) in vitro and then analyzed expression of CD20, CD55, and CD59 on these resistant cells by flow cytometry. With repeated exposure to a low concentration of rituximab and complement, RAMOS cells gradually acquired rituximab resistance, and selection and increase of CD55(bright) and CD59(bright) cell populations due to rituximab-related CDC were observed. With repeated exposure to a high concentration of rituximab and complement, RAMOS cells promptly acquired rituximab resistance, and CD20 expression of RAMOS cells was decreased. Not only selection of CD20(dim) cells but also down-modulation of CD20 caused by rituximab-related CDC appeared to cause the decrease in CD20 expression. We believe our findings will prove to be useful for prevention of or release from rituximab resistance in cases of B-cell lymphoma.